## Bengaluru Chapter - Monthly Activity Report - June 2022

| Vidya Chetana | Vidya Chetana reachout:  
1177 new students have registered  
Workshop:  
Topic-creativity and problem solving, 621 VC scholars participated.  
Seed ball activity on 19th June by 14 students from Shivamoga, Bagalkote, Dharwad, Vijayapura and Bengaluru  
Nandagouda from Mangalagatti Village, Dharwad district involved in a local team from his village in setting up a library |
| Doctors for Seva | Health camp at Mysore win association with CRICR (Bangalore), At Sirsi - orthopedic camp with local doctor.  
Medical needs & support.  
We are supporting Mst. Vedant for his Growth Hormone injection  
Connected Mr. Manjunath / Mr. Sunil to RV Physio and Trustwell hospital for his regular treatment  
AP - 2 requirements (1- heart surgery - connected to NIZAM’s Hospital, 2- Lost 2 legs in an accident - Talking to APD for further support) |
| Education | VidyaSethu program has been implemented in 43 schools by 166 college volunteers.  
NMMS training was conducted, 78 Volunteers had participated  
NMMS 65 regular Volunteers connected to 53 Schools  
NMMS Foundation content has been prepared |
| Corporate Projects | Total number of school kits dispatched is 13952.  
Number of schools 147 and total number kits distributed are 8000 |
### Volunteer Management

| **Volunteer Management** | **103 Volunteers** were engaged in Educational Activities  
51 Volunteers were engaged in Health Activities  
40 Volunteers were engaged in Environmental Activities  
400 Children were trained for Yoga on IDY  
2 Cluster Get-Together: Indiranagar & Jayanagar Cluster  
Sir C V Raman Hospital & Prani Daya Sangha - Goushale  
267 Unique Volunteers were engaged across different activities |

### Upcoming Opportunities

| **Upcoming Opportunities** | **NMMS Teaching**  
Eco Clubs & Prakruti Vandana @ Schools  
Yodha Namana - National Military Memorial Park Visit  
NewsPaper Collection Drive for Aarogya Nidhi  
e-Shram Awareness Drive & Registration Camps  
Volunteering to Coordinate at Cluster & Zonal Level  
Seva Sambhrama, Celebrating the Spirit of Volunteering - 17th July 2022 |

STEM program started at Mysore and Bangalore  
Conducted summer camp in 4 schools with 563 students participating. Students took part in the camp on a daily basis for 18 days  
All over Karnataka over 50+ sapling plantation is done, 700+ kgs of waste collected and over 700+ seedballs made  
SMC - 1000+ uniform orders received for Diddige and Anabur units  
FPU & SMC - New setup going on at Garag, Dharwad.